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The latest in the town of Kloten, reports from Lufingen, Augwil, Birchwil and Oberwil, stories and backgrounds, the current agenda and much more - the app of "Klotener Anzeiger" offers the full reading experience of the newspaper in the usual high quality, optimally implemented for your smartphone and your tablet.

Each in the night on Thursday, from 1:00 in the morning, is the latest issue of "Klotener indicator" for download. Inform yourself comfortable on everything that happens in your neighborhood. Of course, are also older newspaper editions available.

And also offers the app in the navigation point "News" and off the e-paper-date information from Kloten, the airport region and the city of Zurich.

Choose for yourself whether as usual from the printed newspaper ago you want to scroll through the pages or prefer the parent by ministries article summaries. You can also at any time to display items in pleasant reading mode in e-paper. A finger touch on the corresponding text is sufficient. The app also offers the following advantages:
â€¢ Personal Archive: With the bookmark function (Notepad icon), you can "put aside" articles, you want to keep or read later. Under "stored locally" downloaded by you spending are kept.
â€¢ Search: Browse newspaper editions by keyword.
â€¢ Optimized Download: With good Internet connection, you can access without having to wait on the first pages of output, meanwhile, invites the total output in the background.
â€¢ Offline mode: Once downloaded, you can access the corresponding output without internet connection (offline).
â€¢ Overview: The app provides a clearly structured table of contents, can be controlled from which each article. In the e-paper you can navigate to resort directly from the resort.
â€¢ Text presentation: select the display format individually and the font size can be varied as desired.
â€¢ read-aloud function: In the app, you can listen to the news article comfortable.

Downloading the app is free for all users. Subscribers to the "Klotener Anzeiger" can download each edition at no extra charge. Log in to one with your personal access.

Non-subscribers can:
â€¢ Single issue: For three francs you can download the desired newspaper issue.
â€¢ Monthly Subscription: For 10 francs available through the app for one month (30 days) Access to the "Klotener Anzeiger". The subscription is automatically extended by another month if you cancel your Google account for at least 24 hours before the end of term. A cancellation of the current subscription period is not possible.
Both the purchase of a single output and the monthly subscription are billed through your Google account, registration within the app is not necessary.

If you have requests, questions or suggestions about our app? You can reach us by mail to our support team at onlineproduktion@lokalinfo.ch

The "Klotener Anzeiger" reflects life in the town of Kloten in all its facets - he reports on the political, economic, cultural, social and sporting events and offers its readers news, background stories, assessments and services. the traditional newspaper is published by the Zurich Local Info AG.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.This app may share these data types with third partiesApp activity, App info and performance, and Device or other IDs
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What's new


- Neues Design
- AudioPlayer+ zum Vorlesen von Artikeln
- Optimierungen fÃ¼r aktuelle Betriebssysteme
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